Abstract. We show the existence of an action of the free group on three generators F 3 on a compact metric space X, admitting an invariant probability measure µ, such that the resulting dynamical system (X, µ, F 3 ) is distal, not equicontinuous, and strongly ergodic.
Let S be a set of elements in SL 2 (Z). If S , the group generated by S, is a finite index subgroup of SL 2 (Z), Selberg's theorem [3] implies (see e.g. [1, Th. 4.3.2] ) that G(SL 2 (Z p ), S p ), the Cayley graphs of SL 2 (Z p ) with respect to S p , the natural projection of S modulo p, form a family of expanders as p → ∞.
The following theorem is due to Bourgain and Gamburd [2, Theorem 1].
0.1. Theorem. Let S be a set of elements in SL 2 (Z). Then the G(SL 2 (Z p ), S p ) form a family of expanders if and only if S is non-elementary, i.e. the limit set of S consists of more than two points (equivalently, S does not contain a solvable subgroup of finite index).
Recall that a probability measure preserving action (X, X, µ, G) is said to have the spectral gap property if the corresponding Koopman representation π on L 2 0 (X, µ) does not have almost invariant vectors, that is, if there is no sequence of unit vectors
The action is called strongly ergodic if there is no sequence of sets A n ∈ X with µ(
It is not hard to see that the spectral gap property implies strong ergodicity.
We want to find compact metrizable groups K and L with the following properties:
• K contains three elements a, b and c such that the subgroup Λ = a, b, c generated by them is free and dense in K, Λ = K.
• The subgroup Λ 0 = a, b < Λ is also dense in K, K = Λ 0 .
• L contains two elements f, g such that the subgroup Σ = f, g generated by them is free and dense in L, L = Σ. Moreover, denoting by F 2 , F 3 the free groups on two and three generators respectively, all of the following actions (under left multiplication and with respect to the corresponding Haar measures) are strongly ergodic:
(1) the action of
Here is a construction of such groups. Let x = ( 1 2 0 1 ) and y = ( 1 0 2 1 ) be two elementary matrices generating a free group, which we call H, in SL 2 (Z) (it is actually of finite index). Let a = x 2 = ( 1 0 4 1 ) and b = y 2 = ( 1 4 0 1 ), and let c be another element in H which together with a and b generate a free group on 3 generators (such an element clearly exists as a and b generate a subgroup of infinite index in H). Now set K = {Λ p : p prime, and p ≡ 1 (mod 4)} and L = {Λ p : p prime, and p ≡ 3 (mod 4)}.
As explained in [2] (see the remark on page 628 and Propositions 4 and 6) for sufficiently large p, the image of S 0 = {a, b} (and a fortiori that of the set S = {a, b, c})
. Thus, assuming our p's are sufficiently large, we have K = Λ = Λ 0 . Now, with S = {a, b, c}, S p the image of S in SL 2 (Z p ), and K and L as above, applying the theorem of Bourgain and Gamburd, we see that the family G(SL 2 (Z p ), S p ) forms a family of expanders. This, in turn, is well known to imply the spectral gap property, of each of the actions (1) -(4) (with f, g the maps induced on L by a, b ∈ SL 2 (Z)). Thus they all have the spectral gap property, hence are strongly ergodic. Therefore the requirements (1) -(4) are satisfied.
Next let K 1 = c < K. By [4] there is a cocycle φ 0 :
is ergodic. Note that, as L is non-commutative this distal Z-action, is necessarily not equicontinuous. Define φ : K → L by the formula
T a (x, y) = (ax, f y)
With this data at hand we can now prove our main result: 0.2. Theorem. The T action of F 3 on K × L is distal, not equicontinuous, and strongly ergodic.
Proof. Clearly the T action on K×L is distal (of order 2). It can not be equicontinuous because the restriction to the Z-action T c :
Finally, by construction, the F 2 -action on K × L is strongly ergodic and, a fortiori, so is the T -action. Our proof is complete.
